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Response by Danmarks Nationalbank to the Financial Stability

Board's consultation on effective resolution of systemically important

financial institutions

Danmarks Nationalbank strongly supports the commitment of the Financial

Stability Board to seek ways to effectively resolve systemically important

financial institutions (SIFI's). Creating a well-defined framework of powers

and tools is essential for dealing with failing SIFI's in a way that minimises

the potential impact on financial stability. Danmarks Nationalbank supports

the objectivesand the direction presented in the FSB consultation and finds

it important that further progress is made to ensure level playing field across

countries as well as for SIFI's and non-SIFI's.

SIFI's are central to the economy and the financial system. The conse-

quences if a SIFI were to fail would be so far-reaching that the requirements
for such institutions, both in terms of regulation and supervision, should be

so strict that the risk of failure is eliminated to the greatest extent possible. It

is of crucial importance that the focus on prevention and preparation is

maintained. This will enhance authorities' ability to deal with potential and

emerging problems in SIFI's and minimise the risk of failure.

Danmarks Nationalbank has touched upon several of the issues raised by the

Financial Stability Board in its response to the European Commission's con-

sultation on the technical details of a possible EU framework for bank re-

covery and resolution. Please find the response attached.
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Response by Danmarks Nationalbank to the European Commission's 3 March 2011

public consultation on the technical details of a possible EU frame-
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work for bank recovery and resolution
°°*"=="tur '°92366

Danmarks Nationalbank welcomes the opportunity to comment on the

European Commission's public consultation on the technical details of a

possible EU framework for bank recovery and resolution.

1. General observations

The financial crisis has evolvec differently in Member States resulting in

various bank recovery packages and reso!ution schemes. These fragmented

approaches illustrate the shortcomings of the current crisis management

framework in the EU and call for a more consistent way in addressing a fi-

nancial crisis.

In view of the increasing inter-dependencies between financial systems and

the need to address the possible systemic impact of the failure of cross-

border banking groups, domestic crisis management frameworks need to be

further aligned. Danmarks Nationalbank therefore welcomes the initiative

taken by the European Commission to create a European framework for cri-

sis prevention, managenent and resolution.

Danmarks Nationalbank shares the view of the European Commission that

the overriding objectiveof the new European framework should be that all

banks can be allowed to fail in a way that safeguards the stability of the fi-

nancial system and minimises public costs and economic disruption.

On these grounds it is Doma:ks Nationalbank's opinion that the European

Commission should pursue rhe notion that all banks should be subjectto a

mandatory resolution regime. A mandatory resolution regime will provide

the authorities with effective tools to deal with banks that get into financial

difficulty in a manner that supports the public interest in financial stability

and continuity of banking services Furthermore, it will foster transparency,
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restore a healthy bankin2 sector and contribute to an effective single market

in banking.

To be credible, the special resolution regime should be accompanied by

measures reducing moral hD7ard. The regime should clearly reflect the au-

thorities' firm intention to let shareholders and unsecured creditors bear

losses to avoid regulatory forbearance and bail-outs. In our view this is also

in line with the European Commission's principle and objectiveto reduce

moral hazard through appropriate allocation of losses to shareholders and

creditors and thereby protecting public funds.

As a final introductory remark Danmarks Nationalbank finds it important to

stress that central banks are ar imoortant factor in crisis management and

resolution. This must be kept in mind, when further developing and drafting

the framework. Proper involvement of central banks is crucial to success-

fully mitigate systemic disruptions in a recovery and resolution process.

2. Specific comments

Supervision, preparation and prevention

Danmarks Nationalbank agrees with the European Commission's approach

to put emphasis on prevention and prepa:ation. This will enhance prepared-

ness of authorities to deal with potential and emerging problems in banks

and minimise the risk of ha ing to resort to ad hoc based solutions involving

public funds.

Recovery and resolution plans

The European Commission proposes that recovery and resolution plans

should be drawn up to enable early action in the event of a material deterio-

ration of a bank's financi 1situation with the aim to restore the viability of

the bank or prepare for an orderly winding-up.

The successful managerr ent and esolutir n of a crisis requires careful ex

ante preparation to establish optimal processes and steps to ensure effective

coordination and implementation of necessary arrangements.

Danmarks Nationalbank :oasiders contingency plans to be a vital tool to

facilitate recovery and resolutian af ailing banks and fully supports the

European Commission's proposal to develop this necessary preparatory tool.

We believe that recovery ard resolutions plans must be discussed proac-

tively between the televant superviso:s, resolution authorities and central

banks and that the microprudential viewpoint of the individual plans should

be complemented by a niacropc.ideutial perspective entailing a holistic

analysis of the potential aggregate impacts on the financial system. Fur-

thermore, central banks should be involved in assessing the potential action

of the resolution authori y given that one of the main objectivesof a resolu-

tion process is to avoid systemic disruptions. Finally, we find that sufficient
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involvement of the banks ce comed should be ensured, as they are able to

contribute with importan. information that has to be addressed and taken

into consideration when assessing the recovery and resolution plans. This

will also help reduce mo al hazard. The management should not be released

from its responsibility to ensure the functioning of the bank, including hav-

ing effective plans to de w ith suoden stress.

Intra-group financial apport

The European Commission suggests that intra-group financial support could

be acceptable prior 10 insolvency and outside of resolution under certain cir-

cumstances. To facilitate the execution o a financial support agreement in

the event of sudden distress in a group er ity a preliminary agreement set-

ting out the conditions for asset transferability could be signed.

Asset transfers on commerdal terms take place within most banking groups

as part of their regular lic ai lity m nagertent. When a crisis emerges in one

or more group entities intra-group financ al support may be a sound and re-

sponsible solution and in the best interest of t3e banking group as a whole.

However, we must bear i a mind that intra-group financial support arrange-

ments contain an inherent nsk o contag on. This risk must be minimised to

the greatest extent possiHe by denning the respective legal obligations, in-

cluding the trigger condilous. No trañsfe· should be allowed, if this means

that another group entity pc entially becomes at risk not to fulfil the capital

requirements. It is imper i·.e that he framework ensures adequate flexibil-

ity to contain risks associated with the transfers. The potential role of guar-

antees as a tool to r iitigate risks associated with asset transfers should be a

point for further study by :ho European Commission.

Danmarks Nationalbank suppois further work in the field of developing a

framework to facilitate intra-grout f nancial support. We view, however, the

design of an intra-group finarse al support arrangement to be legally chal-

lenging. Basing the ntra group financial support arrangement on the eco-

nomic interests of tne barxing group would risk blurring the fundamental

concept of separate corp ra e legal personality, which is the basis on which

the expectations of financia l market participants are formed. The concept

must be ensured to avoic :.rcertainty in te allocation of risk and responsi-

bility. Any uncertainty on t is poir t can have a negative impact on the

banks funding possibilities nd thus undermine financial stability.

Early intervention

A common set of intervention tools should be available to all supervisors at

certain predefined stages of early stress. Arrangements and tools for crisis

management should be flexible and designed to allow for adaptation to the

specific features of a cris s and the individual bank involved.



The early interventico tools «ggested by the European Commission seem

to be sufficiently compre ensive end re broadly viewed to strike a fair bal-

ance between the need fc r authoñt es to oc able to intervene at an early

stage and at the same tine i rüting inference with third party rights. At the

early intervention stage interference with third party rights should be as lim-

ited as possible. There ore, if powers such as appointing a special manager

are used, legal certairly mu be ensured by p-ecisely defining the limits to

the exercise of the power That said Danmarks Nationalbank does not at this

stage see the need for a tool allowæg authorities to take over the manage-

ment of a bank. Less intrasive measures such as removing one or more

members ofthe manager err tre available for authorities today and are

viewed to be more approp Lte at the ear'y intervention stage. The manage-

ment should remain resp asib e fo the banking operations with the accom-

panying poter tial liabilit es lo dameges.

Bail-in instrun:ents

It is crucial that we creat a robust system that can survive without govern-

ment interference and assistance next time a c·isis occurs. A debt write

down and conversion mechwism (bt.il-ia) seems to be an efficient tool

within the context of han reowery and could contribute to the safeguard of

financial stability. The p chea! outcome of the bail-in approach would be

restoring the going conce n when other resolution tools are judgednot fea-

sible, due to the overare a need to protect the financial system and safe-

guard financial stability.

Danmarks. Nationa bank suppolts further work in developing an efficient

bail-in mechanism. Before b:troducing steh a mechanism there is, however,

a need for further in depth nalyses to clari y *he practical implications of

bail-in instruments, not ::as: the legal specification of triggers, how to cope

with data-uncertaintv arx. t ie otential behaviour of investors when an insti-

tution approaches a tri¿g r. There is anieng other things a need for accurate

and detailed case-s¾udies an. how marke::eaction would be to a debt write

down tool and a debt eo e slaa too respectively, including an assessment

as to which tool would have less n:gative impact on market behaviour, fire

sales by debt-holders end arbi: age oopoimnities

In order to reduce the unce::ainty surrounding bail-in instruments, transpar-

ency is a necessity. To th s end, ±e bail-in design should contain clearly de-

fined trigger conditions Mose ven the bail-in design should not allow for

discrimination among epaly Tanked creditors, as this would conflict with

the general principle e l'e ual t eaenent he regime should seek to maintain

the priority ranking and eq t¿hle eat rest of classes of creditors.
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Resolution

A renewed framework for crisis management and resolution should make it

possible for authorities to quickly resolve failing banks while preserving

continuity of vital banking services. Ordinary bankruptcy proceedings are

focused on achieving the best outcome for creditors generally and will not

necessarily provide for sufficient mears to address financial stability con-

cerns. Furthermore, application of ordinary insolvency law might lead to

withdrawal of essential banking business is, which are in the public best in-

terest to maintain. A mandas:ory resolution regime would eliminate this like-

lihood. Danmarks Nationalbank encourages the European Commission to

establish a mandatory resolution regime for failing banks that enables the

authorities to use the necessary resolution tools to safeguard the functioning

of the financial system.

Danmarks Nationalbank ag ees with the European Commission's proposals

for resolution tools and finds these suficiently comprehensive to allow

resolution authorities to effectively deal with failing banks. It is significant

that sufficient discretion would be :etained to allow the selection of the most

appropriate resolution tools. However, due regard to stakeholders rights

must be paid. The action taken in any ind vidual case must be proportionate

to the aims pursued

Danmarks Nationalbank recognises the need for the regime to operate

within the requirements of Eu:opeaa Community law obligations, including

those relating to state aic. It is therefore important that the regime enforces

burden sharing within the f narcia' sector and avoids public support. Proper

burden sharing will increase the incentive within the financial sector to

strive for private solutions rather than let ing a failing bank be resolved by

the authorities, as they will altimately bear the costs, but without any influ-

ence as to how the bank is wound up.

Group resolution

Danmarks Nationalbank recognises the importance of close and effective

communication co cemi ng cro s-border banking groups. Clarifying the re-

sponsibilities for cross-border banking grouas is key to further progress on

cross-border crisis resolution in the EU. We believe that cross-border crisis

resolution could be facil ated thre agh already existing and new Cross-

Border Stability Groups as dehned in the 2008 Memorandum of Under-

standing on cooveration bet wecn the financial supervisory authorities, cen-

tral banks and fmance ministries of the European Union on cross-border fi-

nancial stability. These groups could serve as a useful and effective forum to

facilitate group w¾e olations in case of cross-barder crises.
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Financing arrangements

Danmarks Nationalbank supports the European Commission's proposal on

setting up resolution funds at national level and shares the view that these

funds can be incorporatet to a ceru.in extent in the existing structure of the

deposit guarantee schemes to exploit synergies. Financial resources avail-

able for deposit pay-out Bould. however. be ring-fenced within the balance

of the deposit guarantee schemes a,ò should not be merged with the funds

of the resolution fur d.

When specifying the contributions for the resolution funds authorities

should be able to pay prope consideration to the diversities of credit institu-

tions, including risk exposee and the extent to which they already are in-

cluded in comparable stn ctures with committed fees. Calculations solely on

the basis of total 1:abilitie are not sufficiently flexible.

Y rs sincerely,

Per
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